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NATO Summit: Europe on the Front Line Against
Russia and China Under US Command. Dragging
Europe Into catastrophe.
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NATO celebrated the 75th anniversary of its foundation at the Washington Summit, it should
have been held on April 4, but Washington – which for 75 years has been keeping the key
commands of NATO starting from the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, an American
general has always been appointed by the President of the United States – decided to
celebrate it more than three months later for its internal political reasons.

The  official  history  of  NATO,  presented  at  the  Washington  Summit,  explained  the  birth  of
NATO thus:

“In 1949, 12 European and North American countries, faced with the growing threat
from the Soviet Union, signed a Treaty based on the principle of collective defence.”

The text is accompanied by the front page of a newspaper dated August 29, 1949, with a
headline in large letters: “RUSSIA HAS ATOMIC BOMB” – “RUSSIA HAS THE ATOMIC BOMB”.

It is a colossal historical fake. The Soviet Union emerged from the Second World War largely
destroyed,  after  being attacked and invaded in  June 1941 by Nazi  Germany with 201
divisions, including 5.5 million soldiers equal to 75% of all German troops, 3,500 tanks, and
5000 aircraft,  plus 37 divisions from satellite countries (including Italy).  The USSR had
repeatedly asked the Allies to open a second front in Europe, but the United States and
Great Britain had deliberately delayed doing it.

Image: Ruins in Stalingrad, typical of the destruction in many Soviet cities. (From the Public Domain)
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The price paid by the Soviet Union was very high: around 27 million deaths, over half of
them civilians,  corresponding to 15% of the population (compared to 0.3% in the USA
throughout the Second World War); around 5 million deported to Germany; over 1700 cities
and large population centres, 70 thousand small villages devastated; 30 thousand factories
destroyed.  The Soviet  Union could not  therefore constitute a  threat  to  the West,  also
because the United States was the only one to possess the atomic weapon, of which it held
a monopoly from 1945 to 1949. Already from September 1945, just a month after the
bombing of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki,  the Pentagon calculated that around 200 nuclear
bombs were needed to attack the USSR. In 1949 the US arsenal rose to around 170 atomic
bombs. At this point, the United States was confident that it would have enough bombs to
attack the Soviet Union within a short time. In that same year, however, the American
dream of maintaining the monopoly on nuclear weapons vanished. On August 29, 1949, the
Soviet Union carried out its first experimental atomic explosion. Now the USSR also has the
Bomb. At this point, the nuclear arms race between the two superpowers begins.

Since  then,  for  75  years,  NATO has  justified  its  war  strategy  with  the  false  claim of  being
threatened.  Today’s  “threat”  comes,  according  to  the  Washington  Summit,  from  the
“growing alignment of Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea”. For this reason, “NATO works
increasingly  closely  with  partners  in  the  Indo-Pacific  and  with  the  European  Union  to  help
maintain peace and protect the rules-based international order”. Based on this historical
falsification,  NATO  –  which  has  expanded  from  12  to  32  countries  increasingly  close  to
Russia  –  is  dragging  Europe  and  the  world  into  catastrophe.
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This article was originally published in Italian on Grandangolo, Byoblu TV.
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Featured image: The NATO Summit at the Washington Convention Center in Washington, D.C., July 11,
2024 (Photo by U.S. Department of State from United States / From the Public Domain)
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